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Motion Control for Cylindrical Objects in
Microscope’s View Using a Projection
Method—II: Collision Avoidance With
Reduced Dimensional Guidance
Dengpeng Xing, Fangfang Liu, Song Liu, and De Xu, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper intends to use lower dimensional
information to accurately compute higher dimensional distance, based on which presents a motion controller to avoid
collision. This work is useful for precise computation and
fast response required by motion control in microscope’s
view. We propose a projection method to use planar contours or even to transfer to a one-dimensional (1-D) searching problem to quickly obtain 3-D distance vector between
cylindrical or cylinder enveloped objects, and as a result
11 cases are classified in total. Using distance as the basis of the repulsion force, we present a motion controller
combining forces of attraction, repulsion, stuck, and detach
to generate motion in the micro-operational space. Simulations and experiments are carried out to demonstrate their
validity.
Index Terms—Collision avoidance, dimensional reduction, distance computation.

I. INTRODUCTION
RECISION operation or assembly manipulates small objects in the view of microscopes, and has drawn wide attention in recent years due to the property of achieving high
precision [1], [2]. Microscope offers high precision image feedback and is widely used for motion navigation [3], [4], e.g.,
alignment, manipulation, etc. But since microscope has characteristics of small field of view and depth of view, it is a regular
task to move objects in such a narrow space, which in some
situations requires motion control of very close objects even
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with a danger of collision. The common way to control it is
to manually set trajectory or preprogram controller to reach
desired states [5], but it seems incompetent due to inevitable
disturbance or manual misoperation. Offline planning using trajectory optimization and collision detection [6] cannot meet the
requirements of real-time control and does not have the ability
to adapt behaviors according to the relative distance since too
close is deemed as undesired even if no collision occurs. As a
replacement option, the controller utilizing object distance intends to leave a marginal space between objects and applies for
handling disturbance.
The Euclidean distance is commonly referred as the measure
of determining how far it lies between two objects in threedimensional (3-D) space. The distance computation has many
applications in robotics, such as facilitating collision-free motion [7], [8] and determining the grasp configuration [9]. An
algorithm called Gilbert-Johnson-Keerthi (GJK) [10] searches
for a simplex to compute the Euclidean distance between two
convex sets in a plane by means of Minkowski difference. Its
computational complexity is linear in the total number of vertices of polyhedra. Lin-Canny (LC) algorithm [11] is another
alternative, efficient in calculating the distance between 3-D
moving polyhedral objects. The distance measure and computation is also extended into n-dimensional space to generalize
the distance between two separated or penetrating convex sets
[12], [13]. It may also be used to notify what depth the penetration is between contours [14]. Some packages are developed for
proximity queries, e.g., SWIFT [15], and simple shapes, e.g.,
triangle, are commonly used to model the objects that raises a
tradeoff between accuracy and efficiency.
In the framework of precision manipulation in the view of
microscopes, acquisition of 3-D distance vector needs accuracy
since it works in micro-operational space, and rapidity to fit
real-time control. To alleviate computational burden, methods
to reduce dimensions are employed to solve complicated problems. In [16], a dimensionality reduction technique is used to
decode 2-D activation embedding to continuous profile of 3-D
Cartesian motion. In [17], a sampling-based planner is used in a
reduced dimensionality configuration space for motion plan of
deformable objects. The reduced deformation space is produced
by principal component analysis. In [18], the robot joint space
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is characterized into lower dimensional space for smooth articulation. However, these works cannot directly be used in motion
control in micro-operational space, and a projection method is
employed in [19] to use planar contours to render states in three
dimensions, but only for collision detection.
In order to safely control objects in the small microoperational space, this paper presents a projection method to
use planar or univariant information to quickly acquire accurate
3-D distance vector, and designs a controller based on object
distance to achieve noncollision automatic motion. Cylindrical
or cylinder enveloped objects are picked as our study objective as many complicated convex models can be segmented to
multiple cylinders. In acquiring distance vector, objects are projected onto an appropriate plane, and consequently eleven cases
are totally categorized. In complicated cases, analysis of planar
contours is added to transfer the distance calculation to a univariant problem. The motion controller consists of four elements—
attraction force to move toward target, repulsion force to keep
objects away, stuck force to break the equilibrium state, and
detach force to handle collision. We implement experiments on
our precision assembly platform.
Contributions of this paper lie in:
1) use lower dimensional contours to quickly and precisely
acquire 3-D distance vector, which is especially useful in
precision manipulation in the view of microscopes;
2) in each case that distance is not obvious, we present an
appropriate method to approximate the accurate answer,
by investigating the geometry of contours in order to
improve computation efficiency;
3) controller design to safely move objects in the small
micro-operational space.
II. OBJECT PROJECTION
The surface of cylindrical component consists of shell and
disk. The shell is the cylindrical surface and the disk is the end
surface, whose intersection is the circle border. Let b represent
the object held by the upper gripper and object a lies on the
lower platform, with diameters of Db and Da independently.
Label the center positions of the disks as C0a and C0b , and their
a
position vector ΔC b−a
0 , which is a vector pointing from C0 to
b
C0 , can be acquired via images.
Select the projection plane as the one including the disk of
one object (e.g., a) as shown in Fig. 1, and set the origin of the
coordinates Oa − ua va wa at the projection of a’s end center,
p a
C0 . Selecting a unit vector ev satisfying ev · da = 0, the rotational matrix transforming from the world coordinates to Oa
T

yields p R = ev × da ev da , the projection of object a is
a circle with diameter as Da . The projection of object b’s main
axis expressed at the coordinates of Oa yields
p

da ×db ×da
db = p R 
 a b a
d ×d ×d

(1)

2

where p db is the projection of object b’s main axis expressed
at the coordinates of Oa . The end centers C0a and C0b have
corresponding points on the projection plane p C0a and p C0b ,

Fig. 1.
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Projection of objects.

whose distance vector results in


Δp C b−a
= p R da × ΔC b−a
× da .
0
0

(2)

This projection plane may intersect with b’s main axis at point
C1b , while if the main axes of two objects are perpendicular, the
projection of b’s disk is a line and the point C1b does not exist. The
parameter to distinguish this is Δ1 = da · db , which indicates
perpendicularity between objects. If they are not perpendicular,
the vector pointing from C0a to C1b expressed in the coordinates
of Oa leads to


Δp C b−a
= Δp C b−a
+ tan θ ΔC b−a
· da p db
(3)
1
0
0
where θ is the acute angle between the two main axes, and the
second item on the right side computes the length of C1b − C0b
on the projection plane according to its projection distance.
The object b’s disk is projected as an ellipse, labelled as
b
b
eb0 , with major and minor radii as rx0 = D2 and ry0 = D2 cos θ.
The object b’s cross section with projection plane is also an
b
ellipse, labelled as eb1 . Its minor and major radii are rx1 = D2
b
D
and ry1 = 2 cos
θ.
We can transform the projected contours to b’s coordinates, where the origin locates at p C0b , yb is along p db , and
z b is parallel with wa , and the rotation matrix is a Rb =
−p db × wa p db −wa . In the new coordinates, we have
p b−a
Δb C b−a
= a R−1
k
b Δ Ck

(4)

where k = 0, 1 and Δb C b−a
is the vector from C0b or C1b to C0a
k
expressed in b’s
coordinates.
The
two ellipses’ centers has a dis
p b−a
· p db , which also reflects
−
Δ
C
tance of ζ = Δp C b−a
1
0
p b
p b
C1 , is above or below C0 in b’s coordinates.
Another projection plane includes the disk of object b, and

the origin of the coordinates Ob  is set at b C0a , which is the proa
jection of C0 onto this projection plane. The rotational matrix
transforming from the world coordinates to Ob  yields
T
 a b
×d
db ×da ×db
b
db
R = dda ×d
(5)
b

da ×db 
2

2
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where the last item describes the projection distance that is zero
if b’s main axis is below the projection plane.
− ΔP ⊥ ) · p db > 0, i.e., P⊥ lies on p db .
Case I.2. (Δp C b−a
0
This case is shown in Fig. 2(a) and its distance vector yields
s = p R−1 χ ΔP s→p , D2

Fig. 2.

Four relative positions and postures for the perpendicular cases.

which sets db as z b  and the projection of da as y b  . b’s projection
is then a circle with a diameter of Db and the projection of a’s

disk is an ellipse, labelled as b ea , with major and minor radii as
a
a


rxb = D2 and ryb = D2 cos θ. The vector from C0a to C0b has a
projection as




(6)
= b R db × ΔC b−a
× db .
Δb C b−a
0
0
To represent the relative position of the two center points in
the direction of da , this paper employs the parameter
n=

1, ΔC b−a
· da < 0
0
0,

otherwise

(7)

and defines χ(·) for truncation operation
χ(v, D) =

v
, v2 ≥ D
(v2 − D) v
2

0.

otherwise.

(8)

III. DISTANCE BETWEEN OBJECTS

If Δ1 = 0, the two objects are perpendicular, and Fig. 2 shows
four possible relationships between two contours. Starting from
p a
C0 , draw a vector that is perpendicular to p db and intersects it
at point P⊥ . The vector from p C0a to P⊥ yields
p

b

p

.

(13)

For the other perpendicular cases, as shown in Fig. 2(b), P⊥
is on the extension of p db .
· da ≥ 0, i.e., db is no higher than the proCase I.3. ΔC b−a
0
jection plane. Label the corner of b’s projection in b’s coordinates
as Pe and its vector from b C0a results in


b
− D2 sign Δb C b−a
· xb xb
ΔP e = Pe − b C0a = Δb C b−a
0
0
(14)
where sign (·) is the sign function. The distance vector yields
 p b−a p b D a  p b
b
p −1
Δ C0 · d − 2
R
d , ΔP ⊥ 2 < D2
s=

a 
p −1 a
otherwise.
R Rb χ ΔP e , D2 .
(15)
The above equation describes that if the projection point of b C a0
on xb belongs to the projection of b’s disk, it is then selected as
the closest point on b, and otherwise Pe is chosen.
Case I.4. For the cases not satisfying the above classifications,
it becomes solving the distance between two disks. Suppose P b
is a point on b, initialized as C0b , and Δpb = P b − C0b . Projecting
the point P b onto a’s projection plane yields




Δp pb−a = p R da × Δpb + ΔC b−a
× da
(16)
0
where Δp pb−a is the projection of the vector pointing from C0a
to P b . Locate the point P a on a as

A. Perpendicular Cases

ΔP ⊥ = P⊥ − p C0a = p db × Δp C b−a
× p db .
0

b

(9)

C0a

is labelled as
The vector of the closest point on d to


p b−a
Δp C b−a
− ΔP ⊥ · p db ≥ 0
0 , Δ C0
(10)
Δp C 0,⊥ =
otherwise
ΔP ⊥ ,
which is ΔP ⊥ if it locates on the positive p db side with respect
to p C0b as shown in Figs. 2(a) and (c), or otherwise the vector
from p C0b to p C0a .
a
Case I.1. Δp C 0,⊥ 2 ≤ D2 , i.e., the projection of b’s main
axis passes through a’s circle, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and (d).
The shortest distance vector yields

p

R−1 Δp pb−a ,

p

D Δ p
R−1 2Δ
p pb −a  ,
2

a

Δp =

a

p

Δp pb−a 2 ≤

b −a

otherwise

Da
2

(17)

where Δpa = p R−1 (p P a − p C0a ). The above equation shows
that the projection of P a is the cross point between a’s projected
circle and the vector Δpa if p P b is outside of a’s projected circle,
and otherwise coincides with p P b .
Project a’s disk onto the plane including b’s disk and the
vector from projections of C0b to P a in the Ob  coordinates
yields






Δb pa−b = b R db × Δpa − ΔC b−a
× db .
(18)
0
Similarly, Δpb is computed with the same method as (17)
⎧ 
b
⎨ b R−1 Δb  pa−b , Δb  pa−b 2 ≤ D2
b
(19)
Δp =

⎩ b  R−1 D b Δb  b ap−ba −b .
otherwise.
2Δ p

2

s=

ΔC b−a
0

·d +
a

a

Db
2

a

d .

(11)

Next we discuss Δp C 0,⊥ 2 > D2 . In Fig. 2(a), the vector
ΔP ⊥ intersects with a’s circle at Ps . The point whose projection
is this point locates on a’s shell if C0b is under the projection
plane and on the circle border otherwise. The vector from Ps to
the point on b’s main axis whose projection is P⊥ yields



a 
ΔP s→p = χ ΔP ⊥ , D2 + n ΔC b−a
· da wa
(12)
0

Iterative updating P a and P b using (16)–(19) until an acceptable
error is reached, the distance vector leads to
s = ΔC b−a
+ Δpb − Δpa .
0

(20)

B. Disk to Shell
For the nonperpendicular cases, i.e., Δ1 = 0, we first investigate the distance between object b’s shell and the disk of object
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Fig. 4. Three configurations for the cases of below the projection plane.
(a) Δ 2 ≤ 0 (b) Δ 2 > 0 ∩ ξ ≤ 0 (c) Δ 2 > 0 ∩ ξ > 0.
Fig. 3. Examples of relative positions between the two projected
shapes.

a. Project objects onto the plane including b’s disk and the relative relationship between their contours are shown in Fig. 3.
Here we do not consider the contour overlap, in that cases the
shortest distance lies in “disk to disk.”
Define a function of the projection distance error vector between a point on a’s disk and its closest point on b’s shell

zs (p) =

000

pz b ,

T

p≥0

,

otherwise

ellipse, its projection on xb axis yields
xb

b

xb



2

− (ps · y b )2 .
(24)
There exists a line m1 m2 as shown in Fig. 3(a), which has
closer horizontal distance to b’s circle compared with other
points in the same equipotential line (on which the projection
distance is the same)
ps ·

= sign Δ

C b−a
0

·

sec θ

ryb 

m1 m2 =






b−a
b
b
[x, y, 0] x = Δ C 0 · xb  , y ≤ ry 1 −

(21)

T

2

x
r xb 


.

where p means the projection distance, which is positive if along
db . This equation means that zs is set zero if the point on a’s
disk is above the projection plane. For any point on the ellipse
b a
e , the distance vector between two objects yields

Label pcv
range Ωls

fs (p) =



Db
· db − χ p − Δb C b−a
− zs p · y b tan θ − ΔC b−a
0
0 , 2

Ωls =


max{pcv · y b , m2 ·y b }, min{ ΔC b−a
· db cot θ, m1 · y b }
0
(26)

(22)
b a
e0 ,

where p is a point on the ellipse
and the first part on the
right hand computes the projection distance vector according to
its relative position to the ellipse center along y b axis.
For any point within the ellipse, its projection distance is
linear with its value in y b axis; and since no overlap occurs
between the two projected contours, a’s closest point locates on
the ellipse or the line m1 m2 if it exists, as the red curves shown
in Fig. 3. This results in that fx is a convex function of y value
of p in its value range. Then the 3-D distance vector can be
approximated using searching algorithms.
We first set the value range. Label p0 as the cross point

between the ellipse and Δb C0b−a , and pc as the intersection
between the ellipse and the line connecting the circle center and

the ellipse focus. On the ellipse b ea , the upmost point of the
ellipse, pev , has the least projection distance; and the point with
least horizontal distance to b’s circle lies between p0 and pc .
Therefore, the value range Ωe for ellipse search is
Ωe =




pc · y b , ryb , Δb C b−a
· y b > 0
0



otherwise.
p0 · y b , ryb ,

(23)

Numerical iteration is used to find the minimum result, labelled
as ps · y b where ps is the approximate point. Since it locates on

(25)
as the upmost point of the projected circle. The value
for line search is

· db cot θ corresponds to the projection on y b
where ΔC b−a
0
axis of the equipotential line with zero projection distance.
To get the close point on the line m1 m2 , consider
gs (py ) =


py tan θ − ΔC b−a
· db
0

2



+ py − Δb C b−a
· y b − D2
0

b

2

(27)
where py is a point’s projection on y b axis and gs (·) is the
function representing squared distance of a point on the line
m1 m2 to b’s disk. ∂∂ pg ys = 0 leads to


py = ΔC b−a
· db sin θ cos θ + Δb C b−a
· y b +
0
0

Db
2

cos2 θ.
(28)
Only when py ∈ Ωls , ps · y b is updated by comparing fs (ps ·
y b )2 and fs (py )2 . The distance vector leads to


ss = b R−1 fs (ps ) .

(29)

C. Below the Projection Plane
·
When b’s disk is under the projection plane, i.e., ΔC b−a
0
b
d > D2 sin θ, the two projected contours have relative relationship as shown in Fig. 4, which are determined by two paa
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rameters

 


· ΔP ⊥ × Δp C b−a
Δ2 = ΔP ⊥ × Δp C b−a
0
1
p b−a
ξ = p C b−a
0 2 −  C 1 2

(30)

where Δ2 indicates whether P⊥ lies between p C0b and p C1b or
not and ξ shows which, p C0b or p C1b , is closer to p C0a .
Case II.1. Δ2 ≤ 0, P⊥ lies between p C0b and p C1b , as shown
in Fig. 4(a). The distance vector yields
s = p R−1 χ ΔP ⊥ , D

a

+D b
2

.

(31)

Case II.2. ξ ≤ 0, corresponding to the case as shown in
Fig. 4(b), where b C0a is below xb . It turns to a problem of
solving distance between the ellipse b eb0 and a’s circle, and iterative linearization is employed to approximate this distance.
As shown in Fig. 4(b), the closest point locates within the arc

P
0 Pc . The vector vertical to the ellipse at any point Pi yields
T
 
 2
2
(32)
v i = ry0 pi · x rx0 pi · y 0
where v i represents the vertical vector and pi is the position
−−−→
vector of Pi . The angle between v i and the vector Pi b C0a yields
βi = asin

−−−
−→
P i b C 0a ×v i ·z b
−−−−→
P i b C 0a 2 v i 2

(33)

−−−→
where βi describes the angle from Pi b C0a to v i . Since β = 0
only applies at the optimal point, we linearize the angle error
and the horizontal distance between P0 and Pc to approximate
the optimal point. The linearization yields
⎧
Δβ = β1 − β2
⎪
⎨
Δx = p0 · xb − pc · xb
(34)
⎪
⎩
Δβ
pl · xb = p0 · xb − Δ x β1
where pl is the linearized point. Compute the angle βl at the
point pl according to (33) and replace β0 or βc based on its sign.
Repeat the above linearization until an acceptable error in β is
obtained, and the distance vector leads to

a 
(35)
+ pl , D2 .
s = p R−1 a Rb χ Δb C b−a
0
Case II.3. For the other cases of “below the projection plane,”
as shown in Fig. 4(c), b C0a is above b C1b . The distance is computed by the method raised in “disk to shell,” i.e., s = ss .
D. Above the Projection Plane
If the object b is totally above the projection plane, the closest
point locates on a’s disk. Therefore, we only need to consider
the distances of “disk to disk” and of b’s shell to a’s disk, which
can be distinguished by b C0a is above/below xb . The reason for
this distinguish lies in: y b is the projection of db ; if b C0a is below
xb , the closest point on b locates on its disk or circle border; and
otherwise circle border and shell are the only possible region
that closest to object a.
To investigate “disk to disk,” project b’s disk onto the projection plane and transform to b’s coordinates. Some instances
are categorized on the basis of relative positions, as shown in
Fig. 5. The two contours may intersect and the points in the

Fig. 5.

Three relationships for the cases above the projection plane.

overlap have zero horizontal distance between two objects. For
any point on b’s disk, its distance to a’s disk yields
 


Da
− ΔC b−a
·da +p·y b tan θ z b .
fu (p) = χ p+Δb C b−a
0 , 2
0
(36)
The same idea in Section III-B is applied. The two contours
may overlap but fu is still a convex function, and the same
value range is set as Ωe . Iteration algorithm is also used to
find y value with minimum fu . Label the approximate point
as pu , then pu · y b is the search result, and its value on xb
yields
 


2
· xb sec θ ry0 − (pu · y b )2 .
pu · xb = −sign Δb C b−a
0
(37)
As shown in the last two subfigures in Fig. 5, there may exist
a line m3 m4 that corresponds less distance compared with other
points on the same equipotential line
m3 m4 =





0 )2 − x2 .
·
x
,
y
≤
cos
θ
(r
[x, y, 0]T x = Δb C b−a
b
x
0
(38)
The value range Ωlu for line search is


Ωlu = max{ pcv · y b , m4 · y b }, m3 · y b .

(39)

Any point on m3 m4 has a squared distance to object a as
gu (py ) =
2 

py tan θ + ΔC b−a
· da + py + Δb C b−a
· yb −
0
0

Da
2

2
(40)

where gu (·) is the function representing squared distance of a
point on the line m3 m4 to a’s disk. ∂∂ gpuy = 0 leads to

py = −ΔC b−a
· da sin θ cos θ − Δb C b−a
· yb −
0
0

Da
2



cos2 θ.
(41)
If py ∈ Ωlu , pu is updated by comparing between fu (pu ·
y b )2 and fu (py )2 , and the distance vector of “disk to disk”
yields
su = p R−1 a Rb fu (pu ).

(42)

· y b < 0, i.e., b C0a is above the axis xb .
Case III.1. Δb C b−a
0
The distance is between two disks
s = su .

(43)
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i
=
directions are shown in Figs. 6(a) and 7(a). Label Δb C a−q
n
b b−a
b a
−Δ C n − q i as the vector pointing from qi to C0 .
b a
below the vectors v i , i.e.,
The
 point C0 lies
 Case IV.1.
b a−q 1
1
· z b > 0 ∪ Δb C a−q
× v 2 · z b > 0, as the
v1 × Δ C n
n
cases shown in Figs. 6(b) and 7(c). For any point on b’s disk of
above the projection plane, the distance to a’s disk yields


Da
(46)
fi (p) = (q i − p) · y b tan θz b + χ p + Δb C b−a
n , 2

Fig. 6.

b’ projection and contour relationship when Cb0 is under Ca0 .

Fig. 7.
0.

b’ projection and relationships between the two contours if ζ <

Case III.2. For the other cases of b above the projection plane,
the solution of “a’s disk to b’s shell” is applied
s = ss .

(44)

E. Intersect With the Projection Plane
When object b’s disk crosses the projection plane, i.e.,
b
ΔC b−a
· da 2 < D2 sin θ, project objects onto the projection
0
plane and transform to b’s coordinates, where the origin is set
at b Cnb . In this section, the two ellipses intersect and label their
cross points as q1n and q2n
T
 n
n
q ni = r2x cos αin r2y sin αin 0 , i = 1, 2.
(45)
Fig. 6(a) shows the projected shape of object b for the case of
C0b under C0a , where ζ ≥ 0. Here we only need to consider b’s
contour between its disk projection and its cross section with the
projection plane. Its contour then comprises two portions: one
is the projection of b’s part under the projection plane, which is
the area surrounded by two half ellipses, two connection lines,
and q1 q2 ; the other is the projection of b’s part above the plane
whose region is enveloped by the remaining b eb0 (blue curve) and
q1 q2 . Figs. 6(b)–(d) give three samples of possible relationship
between the two contours.
For the case of C0b above C0a , where ζ < 0, b’s projection is
shown in Fig. 7(a). This shape is separated to two segments: the
line q1 q2 and the ellipse b eb1 above this line encircle the projection of b’s disk under the projection plane; and the region of the
ellipse b eb0 under the line q1 q2 corresponds to the projection of
b’s disk above the plane. The last two subfigures in Fig. 7 render
two example relationships.
At the ellipse intersections, drawing vectors perpendicular to

T
the ellipse b ebn leads to v i = ryn cos αin , rxn sin αin , 0 , whose

where the first item on the right hand computes the projection
vector according to the error along y b between p and q i .
The line q1 q2 has zero projection distance, and the search
range along the ellipse is [p0 · y b , q n2 · y b ]. Within this range,
pi · y b is the search result where pi is the approximate point,
and its x value can be acquired by 37.
· xb  < rx0 , a line m5 m6 exists that corresponds
If Δb C b−a
n
with the same x value as b C a0 and passes through the ellipse



T  x = −Δb C b−a
·
x
,
b
n

x y 0 
m5 m6 =
.
y + nζ ≤ cos θ (rx0 )2 − x2
(47)
The value range Ωli for searching along the line m5 m6


Ωli = min{ m5 · y b , q i · y b }, max{ pcv · y b , m6 · y b } .
(48)
For any point in Ωli , the squared distance to object a yields
2


a 2
gi (py ) = q i · y b − py tan2 θ+ py +Δb C b−a
· y b − D2
.
n
(49)
∂gi /∂py = 0 leads to

a 
py = q i · y b sin2 θ − Δb C b−a
· y b − D2 cos2 θ.
(50)
n
If py ∈ Ωls , pi is updated according to the comparison between
fi (pi · y b )2 and fi (py )2 , and the distance vector yields
s = p R−1 a Rb fi (pi ).

(51)
b

· da 2 < D2 sin θ,
Case IV.2. For other cases with ΔC b−a
0
the same way as “below the projection plane” is applied.
IV. MOTION CONTROL
A. Repulsion Region
To guide motion avoiding collision, we use a repulsion region
defined as the area around one object
Rr := {p|p − pr 2 ≤ r}

(52)

where Rr represents the repulsion region, p is a point inside this
repulsion region, pr is the point on object surface with nearest
distance to p, and r is the safety margin. In another word, the
repulsion region is an enveloped domain including all the points
whose distance to the object is no more than r.
Inside this region, objects are pushed outward using spring
and damping model to keep objects a certain distance; while
away from this area, no repulsion force is applied. The repulsion
force is described as
ur = K r s [r − (p − pr )] − K r d (ṗ − ṗr )

(53)

where ur is the repulsion force between objects, K r s and K r d
are corresponding parameter matrices, Δpr = p − pr is named
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as repulsion state, r is the marginal length vector, and
Δpr =

s, p ∈ Rr
0, p ∈ Rr

r=

r ΔΔppr2 , Δpr 2 = 0
r

0.

otherwise.

(54)

The design of the parameter matrices K r s and K r d relates with
several aspects: a small r, moving in the setting of multiple
objects, and a required high stiffness performance lead to big
parameters.
B. Controller
We use the desired state as the attraction point to drive object
to approximate the target and generate repulsion force based on
distance vector in order to steer clear of collision. The attraction
force can be produced by various controllers, and here a potential
difference controller is applied
ua = K pp Δxd + K p d Δẋd

(55)

where ua is the attraction force, K pp and K p d are proportional
and derivative parameter matrices, xd is the desired state, and
Δxd = x − xd is the state error. The state can be a positional
and/or postural vector in the Cartesian or image coordinates.
Object may be stuck at some places where the target is unavailable without extra intervention. This stuck may be motionless with counteracted force, or repeated back and forth in that
state attraction force, repulsion force, and velocity are parallel.
To break this equilibrium, either static or dynamic, we need an
“ice breaking” force initialized only when the object is stuck.
Since at stuck attraction force is unlikely parallel with the main
axis of the other object (e.g., da ), a push along tangent direction
to a’s shell is an ideal design. This leads to
⎧

⎨ 000 T,
(ua × ur 2 = 0) ∪ (ua × ẋ2 = 0)
us =
u

a
2
⎩εs
otherwise
ua ×da 2 (ua × da ) ,
(56)
where us is the force for stuck, and εs is a positive parameter
scaling between the magnitudes of us and ua . It shows that the
stuck force is along a tangent direction perpendicular to both
ua and da , with magnitude scaling with the attraction force.
For the design of the parameter εs , it should be smaller if more
objects are concerned in the environment setting, and bigger if
movement time is urgent.
The controller is then combined by all these aspects
u = ua + u r + u s + u d

(57)

where ud is the detach force to separate objects when contact
occurs, which is introduced in the other twin paper. In brief, the
contact position is acquired if collision occurs, and the detach
force is generated based on the contact position, da and db .
The control structure is shown in Fig. 8. At each time step,
vision system observes the objects’ position and posture and
the attraction force is generated based on the error between
the target and current state. Meanwhile, the repulsion state is
computed and the repulsion force is produced accordingly; and
no repulsion emerges on the contrary. The stuck module continually inspects whether the object is trapped, based on ua ,

Fig. 8.

Motion control diagram.

ur , and ẋ, and an “breaking” force is activated for stuck state.
Another detection module checks the occurrence of collision,
and if collision happens the detach force is initiated to separate
objects according to the contact position and object direction.
The addition of these four forces is the controller output to drive
robots.
For the situation where more than two objects are involved,
the proposed method can be employed to compute the distance
vector between each two objects, and in the motion controller
the repulsion force, the stuck force, and the detach force need
to consider the effects of all the other objects. In this scenario,
the parameters for each force require careful design in order
to avoid collision, e.g., the repulsion parameters K r s and K r d
should be large for each repulsion region.
V. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS
A. Simulations
The diameters of objects a and b are set as 4 and 5 mm,
and a computer with Intel i3 3.30 GHz processor is used for
computation. As a comparison, we acquire the shortest distance
using the following optimization equations:
min f (xb , xa ) = xb − xa 2 ,
⎧ 

b
 xb − xb0 × db 2 ≤ D2
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ xb − xb  · db ≥ 0
0
s.t.
a
Da
a
a
⎪
⎪
⎪  (x − x0 ) × d 2 ≤ 2
⎪
⎩ a
(x − xa0 ) · da ≥ 0

(58)

where xa and xb are the points on object a and b, xa0 and xb0
are their end center locations.
We compare the performance of the projection and optimization methods. Golden section search is used for the numerical
iteration computation in the projection method, and SNOPT is
used for optimization to locate the closest point on object b.
The initial states are randomly selected in each case, shown in
Table I (where Δui , Δvi , and Δuj are the position distance in
the image of camera i and j, u for horizontal and v for vertical, ϕ stands for the angle between object’s axis direction and
the horizontal axis in image, the subscript corresponds to the
camera, and the superscript means the object), together with its
computational time. For Case IV.2, some subcases are distinguished based on the circle center’s position and the sign of ζ,
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TABLE I
OBSERVED PARAMETERS AND CORRESPONDING COMPUTATION RESULTS
Observed postures and positions

Cases

ϕ ai ( ◦ )

ϕ aj ( ◦ )

ϕ bi ( ◦ )

ϕ bj ( ◦ )

Δ u i (mm)

Δ v i (mm)

Δ u j (mm)

90
90
90
90
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180

90
90
90
90
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180
180

−90
−90
−90
−90
−45
−45
39.8
48
11.3
−45
0
26.6
26.6
−45

90
90
90
90
45
45
−39.8
−48
−11.3
45
−48
−26.6
−26.6
45

−2
−2
−2
−3
−3
−7
−8
−3
−5
−3
−1
5
−5
−5

−1
3
−3
−4
−3
0
−2.5
3
3
−1
−2
1
1
−1

−3
−3
5
−1
−4
−3
6
1
1
−4
4
0
1
−4

therefore, we list four subcases for Case IV.2 in the table. Since
setting proper precision leads to negligible errors, computation
time is then chosen as the comparison index.
Fig. 9 shows the contours on the projection plane, corresponding to the cases listed in Table I, and green and blue points are the
projections of the closest points on each object. As can be seen
from Table I, using the projection method the computation speed
is greatly improved: In average the projection method spends
0.76 ms, while the computation time of optimization is 118 ms.
It is noted that the projection method fits the “fast” required for
real-time control and the “accurate” demanded for manipulation
in micro-operation space. Investigating on the time spent by the
projection method, we can outline three levels: above 1 ms are
the ones using numerical iteration to acquire the distance; about
0.5 ms are the special designed iterative algorithms including
iterative projecting to different planes used in Case IV.4 and iterative linearization of angle error used in Case II.2; and below
0.2 ms are the cases that can be directly solved after projection.
We also implement SWIFT package for distance computation,
which although only computes distance not a vector. A total of
7200 vertices are used to fit the object accurately and, as shown
in Table I, it spends about 6.3 ms in average to acquire the object distance. Compared with it, the proposed method is about
of 12% computation cost.
Continuous motion is also implemented to testify the effectiveness of the proposed controller. The initial state of object b is randomly selected as of position [Δui , Δvi , Δuj ]T =
[−3.5, −3, −4]T mm and of posture vector of its main
axis [−1, 1, 1]T ; and the desired state is of position
[Δui , Δvi , Δuj ]T = [2, −2, 4]T mm and of posture vector of
its main axis [0, 2, 1]T . The parameters of attraction controller
are set as Kpp = 0.3I5×5 and Kp d = 0.002I5×5 , and the parameters of repulsion controller are picked as Kr s = 0.3I3×3
and Kr d = 0.02I3×3 . We project the relative position and posture onto the projection plane, as shown in Fig. 10(a) where
black and blue contours stand for the initial and desired states
of object b and vectors are the directions of its projected main
axis. It is obvious that moving object b directly to the desired

I.1
I.2
I.3
I.4
II.1
II.2
II.3
III.1
III.2
IV.2
IV.2
IV.1
IV.2
IV.2

Computation time (ms)
projection

optimization

SWIFT

0.17
0.26
0.22
0.45
0.29
0.55
1.23
1.17
1.38
0.23
1.27
1.58
1.24
0.56

87.5
135.6
164.3
61.8
127.7
155.9
148.8
132.2
58.4
167.7
76.9
145.3
153.5
91.3

6.5
6.4
6.7
6.5
6.0
6.4
6.1
5.9
6.9
6.6
6.4
5.8
5.9
6.5

state collides with object a; therefore, the controller adjusts its
motion to keep marginal distance for collision avoidance. The
marginal length is picked as r = 0.5 mm, and the magenta dotted
curve is the trajectory of C0b employing the proposed controller.
Fig. 10(b) shows the object distance during the whole process,
where in the first 10 s oscillations around the marginal length
occur and in the other duration object b moves to the desired
state after compensating for the effect generated by repulsion
oscillations. In the 500 steps (0.1 s sampling time), optimization uses 38.3 s and SWIFT with 7200 vertices in model fitting
spends 10.1 s, while the projection method costs only 1.25 s.
We also test the proposed method’s robustness in face of disturbance and measurement noise. At the times 0.5 and 1.5 s,
two external forces are exerted on the objects, with its direction to push object closer and its magnitude scaling with their
distance. Fig. 10(c) shows the two forces, green arrow for the
first disturbance (75 N lasting 0.1 s) and cyan arrow for the next
(118 N lasting 0.1 s). The white Gaussian noise is also added
in measurement, and Fig. 10(d) shows the object distance along
the trajectory. It shows that the proposed controller is robust to
disturbance and measurement noise.
B. Experiments
We also carry out experiments on a precision assembly platform that consists of six robot arms and three microscopes, as
shown in Fig. 11. This paper only uses two horizontal cameras
and two manipulators for verification. The horizontal cameras
are GC2450 with resolution of 2448 × 2050 pixels and PointGrey 50S5M-C whose resolution is 2448 × 2048 pixels. Their
cell size is 3.45 μm. The upper arm is equipped with three Suguar KWG06030-G, whose translational resolution is ±0.5 μm,
and two manual tilt adjustment Sigma KKD-25C. The lower arm
constitutes Micos ES-100 with movement errors within 0.1 μm
to realize vertical elevation, and KGW06050-L, KGW06075L, and SGSP-40yaw to rotate around its x-axis, y-axis, and
z-axis, individually. The diameters of objects a and b are both
985 μm. The same controller parameters are chosen as used in
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Fig. 9. Corresponding contours on the projection plane relative to the cases in Table I. (a) Case I.1. (b) Case I.2. (c) Case I.3. (d) Case I.4. (e)
Case II.1. (f) Case II.2. (g) Case II.3. (h) Case III.1. (i) Case III.2. (i) Case III.2. (k) Case IV.2. (l) Case IV.1. (m) Case IV.2. (m) Case IV.2.

Fig. 10. Continuous motion simulation, where the first two subfigures are for the ideal environment and the last two are the performance with
disturbance and measurement noise.

Fig. 11.

Experimental platform. (a) The platform. (b) The CAD model.

simulation, with an exception of setting the repulsion threshold
r = 700 μm. The sampling time in experiment is 0.02 s, which
is limited by the frequency of the cameras.
[Δui , Δvi , Δuj ]T = [−1619, −1569, 1314]T μm is set as
the initial state of object b, and the desired state is
[Δui , Δvi , Δuj ]T = [0, 1000, 0]T μm. The postures keep unchanged with ϕai = 91.5◦ , ϕaj = 93◦ , ϕbi = 85.1◦ , and ϕbj =
84.6◦ . Fig. 12(a) shows the initial states of each object observed
in two horizontal microscopes, and Fig. 12(b) is the final states

employing the proposed controller in 20 s. This experiment task
is similar with the alignment before assembly, but the upper
object is initialized lower under that situation collision may occur. Fig. 12(c) presents a viewpoint from the direction that is
perpendicular to da and the vector pointing from the initial state
to the desired state. Blue and black contours are the initial and
final states of object b. It shows that direct moving object b
to the desired state inevitably leads to collision and using the
proposed controller collision is avoided with trajectory shown
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Fig. 12. The experiment results. a) Initial states observed in two horizontal cameras; b) Final states in microscope images; c) Trajectory and object
relative position viewed from the direction that is perpendicular to da and the error vector between desired state and initial state; d) State error
versus step time; e) Distance magnitude between two objects, where dashed line is the threshold r; f) Forces generated by the proposed controller.

in magenta dashed. The last three subfigures in Fig. 12 present
the state errors, distance magnitude, and forces versus sampling
time. As can be seen, at around 2 s object b moves into the repulsion region, and repulsion force is activated to keep marginal
distance between objects. After the distance is larger than the
threshold, attraction force is the only force applied and the state
error gradually approximates to zero.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a reduced dimensional guidance method
based on the distance computation using a projection method.
To improve the computation efficiency, we projected objects
onto a plane and obtain 3-D distance vector by investigating
planar contours or transforming to a 1-D searching problem.
Eleven cases were categorized in terms of relative position and
posture, and for some complicated cases iterative methods were
implemented to approximate the distance. Based on the realtime distance acquisition, we presented an automatic controller
combining forces of attraction, repulse, stuck, and detach for
safe motion control. These methods aim at cylindrical or cylinder enveloped objects, and apply for motion control in microoperation space.
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